ABSTRACT: Applying cryptographic techniques in the field of 2D signal processing is an attractive approach in the recent years. Different methods are proposed to ensure prior data protection. Symmetric block encryption schemes, designed on two-dimensional chaotic maps, are efficient and secure for real-time image encryption. In the case of numeric data, the encrypted signal can be easily viewed and then intercepted in order to be revealed. This creates a need to offer a posterior protection to improve protection for confidential data. In this paper a method combining chaotic encryption system with frequency watermarking is presented. The proposed technique is divided in two steps. The first step, consists in applying a modified Tao algorithm based chaotic map with higher complexity and applicable for all images sizes. To avoid revealing that the transmitted data is encrypted, this data is then hidden by coding it in the frequencies DCT coefficients of a transformed second image. The proposed approach presents more security and reliability for any kind of image data.
INTRODUCTION
Encryption is used to securely transmit data in open networks. Each type of data presents a relative importance and specially images; therefore different techniques should be used to protect confidential image data from unauthorized access or modification [6] . Even after enforcing the protection of personal informations in April 2005, many cases of information leakages have been reported. Among those cases paper based-media is still listed as the major source of information leakage [5] . Most of the available encryption algorithms are mainly used for textual data and may not be suitable for multimedia data such as images. In real 2D signal many constraints are considered. In most of the natural images, the values of the neighboring pixels are strongly correlated (i.e. the value of any given pixel can be reasonably predicted from the values of its neighbors) [7] . In order to disperse this correlation and break the relation between pixels we choose to apply a modified Tao algorithm based chaotic map to introduce a non deterministic behavior to the processed data. The encrypted data is then watermarked and hidden by spreading it on the frequency coefficient of a DCT transformed 2D support [8] . The Tao algorithm is modified to be generalized to all images sizes and its complexity is also increased. Combined with watermarking to offer an ahead protection to the prior encrypted data, maximizes the security to the proposed scheme [9] . The watermarking process is not tested in robustness and its used only to avoid revealing that the transmitted data is encrypted When the image holding the encrypted data is transmitted, the inverse process is applied by extracting the encrypted data and decrypting it to obtain the original image without any loss. In the following section the proposed algorithm is presented and the results are commented and detailed.
II.
PROPOSED ENCRYPTION TECHNIQUE BASED MODIFIED TAO ALGORITHM

A. The logistic map:
This algorithm presents a block-crypto system based on chaotic map iteration [2] . This map uses a polynomial iteration that diverges iteratively to a chaos behavior through dynamic non linear equations [1] . The mathematical recurrence is introduced using the following equation:
Where a is a factor that controls the map behavior. It is chosen such as it introduces the chaotic activity to equation (1) . In this work the choice of this parameter is as follows:
. This choice will be proved in the following section. A preliminary study of the logistic map permit to deduce that the chaos appears for this range of variation of a. x is a real that belongs to the . Figure 1 illustrates the chaotic divergence of the system. This variation is supervised by a very important mathematical characteristic which is the sensitivity to initial conditions. In fact if 0 x or a are changed by a 
C. Tao block crypto-system:
This crypto-system is applied in six successive steps for encryption and decryption process, presented as follow [3] . The first step consists in applying a number of iterations N times by the logistic map as described by equation (1 
Once the different blocks corresponding to the original message are generated, their position is non-randomly changed with cyclic translation of value T . The message block j P is transformed to obtain ( ) ( )
We
A that is composed by 6 bits. If we consider:
with ( ) { } (11) In the last step a control test is applied. If all the message is encrypted then the encryption procedure is over, otherwise ω τ ω is computed. ω represents the last iteration of (70+ ) generated by the logistic map that will be considered as the initial value in the second step.
D. Encryption algorithm weakness
Despite the efficiency of this algorithm proved by its security and sensitivity face to initial conditions, it presents some serious disadvantages. In fact, the number of iterations N is fixed to 70 which impose that the image size must be a multiple of 8. The applied permutation is based on shift cipher techniques described by equations (12) and (13). This technique is weak and the permutation can be detected easily if the variation step T is detected. are generated by by equation (1) . 
WATERMARKIN
A. Watermark presentation:
The watermark database is different sizes selected from presented by the following described as follows: ing: osed method is to use the the encrypted watermark is nsformed image in the DCT 8) DCT blocks. The DCT rmark bits are encoded are frequency band of the der to provide additional pression while avoiding r distortions to the cover arbitrarily the coefficients e robustness to compression by basing our choice on the recommended JPEG table as indicated in Figure 5 . In fact, if two locations are chosen because they present identical quantization values, any scaling of the first coefficient will scale the second by the same factor preserving their relative size [8] . Furthermore, to augment survival chances of the embedded watermark against a wide range of attacks and reduces the probability of detection error; we make use of an additional gain factor denoted K in the watermark embedding process. This gain factor represents the watermark embedding strength. More this factor is high more the watermark becomes robust against attacks. Nevertheless, a constraint is applied on the choice of its value. In fact increasing this gain must not alter the image quality or introduces changes to its appearance or content. The variation of this gain must be limited by the first changes that begin to appear on the image called imperceptibility threshold. Some criteria are presented for the choice of K as shown in equation (20), but in the proposed study, a code is performed to compute the gain factor value in order to respect the imperceptibility threshold shown by the image distortions based on the Weber's law. It is found that the computed gain value is approximately equal to this introduced by equation (20):
(20) Where A t denotes the indexed DCT coefficient, (u i , v i ), (u j , v j ) are respectively the positions of the two selected coefficients with same quantization values and K is the gain factor resultant from this equation. Figure 5 proposes the quantization values used in JPEG Compression scheme. The first delimited zone represents the low frequency band; the dark zone represents the height frequency band, whereas the dashed zone represents the used medium frequency band. In the embedding procedure, the watermark is coded on two DCT coefficients. If many coefficients are selected to hold the watermark, two risks can occur:
• The change of a high number of DCT coefficients by coding watermarks on them can alter the watermarked image even if a low embedding strength is applied.
• More the number of coefficients used to hold the watermarks is high more the sequence is spread over the image DCT coefficients. The probability to alter and change one or more of these coefficients increase. This leads to modify and change the embedded encrypted sequence "watermark". The size of the watermark characterizing the amount of embedded signal changes with the image size. After the transformation in the DCT domain, we select the DCT coefficients called be the watermarked image obtained as follows:
(24) W is the embedded watermark.
By applying an inverse DCT transform denoted Where CTE denotes a constant chosen generally equal to 2% [8] and
is the pixel variation between the watermarked and the original image. Once the gain is computed, this imperceptibility limit is also protected as shown in equation (27) by the use of a security factor that reduces the possibility to visualize some details of the embedded watermarks even though the image is zoomed many times.
Where Kc is the computed and adjusted gain factor, S F is the used security factor. This factor is used equal to 0,9. The amount of embedded data is defined in (28): 
Where E mc is the Embedding capacity, P P × is the message size considered as watermark and B 2 is the number of DCT blocks of the holding image. In order to be sure that the embedde undetectable and does not engender any host image, a distortion measure is a psycho-visual decision. This measure PSNR permit to compute the am engendered to the image by embedding This measure is taken as a constraint for embedding gain factor K to maintain t than 37dB. Over this range no distortion on the watermarked image. 
RESULTS
A. Impact of secret key varia
The couple of initial conditio the secret key to be able to process and recovery the exa encrypted one. More the sen this couple of keys is highe robustness of the algorithm figures demonstrates that app of the value of these key enge the behavior of the crypto-sys results are different; this di dissimilarity of their respectiv 
B. Watermarking robustness evaluation
To test the robustness and the improvement that our method offers, different STIRMARK attacks are applied on the watermarked image. Once the image is attacked, a similitude study is carried out by computing the correlations between the original image and the extracted decrypted one. Synchronous and asynchronous attacks are applied. Results of similitude's rates are gathered in the following table 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a new method allowing ensuring image by combining encryption and watermarking technique. A modified Tao algorithm is presented. It allows encrypting gray level images with any size using chaos logistic maps and blocks encryption. The efficiency and complexity of this method is improved and tested. Once the image is encrypted, a part of it is considered as a watermark and embedded in a holding image. The watermark insertion is done in the DCT domain respecting the Weber law. For better imperceptibility, a fine computing of the embedding strength avoids engendering any distortion to the watermarked image. All the process is completely reversible without any information loss. The robustness and efficiency of the proposed method is proved by statistical tests and after applying different synchronous and asynchronous attacks.
